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--- Sunflower introduces two additional sizes of the popular 9500 Series fertilizer/grain drills. Fifteen-

and 20-foot versions are now available in 3-point hitch configuration. Teamed with the superior seed placement of the
“Heads Up” opener assembly, the Sunflower 9500 Series drills offer new levels in capacities and capabilities in
conventional, min-till and no-till applications. The 3.75 bushel per foot hoppers are divided in a sixty percent seed to forty
percent fertilizer ratio and feature a single-shoot delivery to the “Heads Up” opener assembly.” The boxes can be easily
converted to a 56.25 bushel (15’) or 75 bushel (20’) all-seed mode enabling more time in the field drilling and less time
filling. Transport pull hitches are also available to convert the 9500 Series drills from 3-point to pull type.
The 9500 Series features extremely heavy frames to provide the weight needed to open a seed trench in hardpacked soils. The inherently strong bridge-type framing withstands the rotational forces generated by the heavy-duty
“Heads Up” openers in no-till applications.
The all-purpose Sunflower “Heads Up” openers feature wide-set, 1/2”, parallel links for better depth control and
dead-on accuracy in seed placement. 9500 Series drills employ the field-proven seed meter used by all Sunflower drills.
This internally fluted meter provides high accuracy and easy adjustment. The careful design of the Sunflower seeding
technology is topped off by long-wearing soil controlling devices constructed of UHMW material that minimize soil
blowout from opener blades in all soil types in both no-till or conventional seed-beds.
And operator comfort and ease-of-use are also designed into the 9500 Series with features like the new
automatically locking walkboard.
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